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You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals
This book is a complete introduction to
repeating decimals (also known as
recurring decimals), including how to
convert repeating decimals into fractions,
and is based on the authors personal
experience providing 1:1 mathematics
tuition to both school students and adult
numeracy students.
Topics covered
include: What is a terminating decimal
What is a repeating decimal Different types
of repeating decimal notation (including
common US and UK notations) The
disadvantages of using ellipses to represent
repeating decimal numbers Converting
between the different types of repeating
decimal notation Identifying the reptend of
repeating
decimals
Understanding
spoken-English descriptions of repeating
decimals The problems with common
spoken-English ways of pronouncing
repeating decimals How to unambiguously
state repeating decimal values in
spoken-English Rational numbers are
numbers that can be expressed as fractions
All rational numbers are terminating or
repeating decimals Irrational numbers are
numbers that can not be expressed as
fractions All irrational numbers are
non-terminating non-repeating decimals
Converting a fraction into its equivalent
terminating or repeating decimal Why all
fractions must convert into either
terminating decimals or repeating decimals
Which fractions convert into terminating
decimals and which into repeating
decimals How to convert repeating
decimals into their equivalent fractions
Every topic is explained in detail, complete
with many step-by-step worked examples.
Additionally. major topics are immediately
followed by a set of practice questions, the
answers to which can be found at the end
of each chapter.
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. How do you Repeating Decimals - Emergency Boot CD Converting repeating decimals to fractions (part 2 of 2)
(video This book is a complete introduction to repeating decimals (also known as recurring decimals), including how to
convert repeating decimals into fractions, and Fractions and Repeating Decimals - The Math Forum @ Drexel Buy
You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals by Sunil Tanna (ISBN: 9781508653295) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK
delivery on eligible orders. You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals - CreateSpace Feb 19, 2015 This book is a
complete introduction to repeating decimals (also known as recurring decimals), including how to convert repeating
decimals You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals by Sunil Tanna - Paperback Feb 25, 2015 You Can Do Math has
0 reviews: Published February 25th 2015 by Answers 2000 Limited, Kindle Edition. Why Are All Repeating Decimals
Classified Rational? - Math Forum Nov 1, 2011 - 9 minLearn how to convert the repeating decimals 0.363636 and
0.714141414 and the You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals by Sunil Tanna Reviews Introduction to recurring
decimals. About the Interactive Maths Software Series These are examples of terminating decimals. Sometimes when
dividing, the division will never stop as there is always a remainder. If you experience difficulties when using this
Website, tell us through the feedback form or by phoning the You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals - Sunil Tanna
from lil, a student: Why are repeating decimals considered rational numbers? The answer is yes, but before I illustrate
why I am going to quibble with the way you asked the question. Similarly the fraction 1/3 can be represented by the
decimal number 0.3333 These So 25/99 really does equal 0.252525252525. You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals:
: Sunil Tanna A repeating or recurring decimal is decimal representation of a number whose decimal digits (This type
of repeating decimal can be obtained by long division if one uses a .. Some reciprocals of primes that do not generate
cyclic numbers are: By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. How Do You Turn a
Repeating Decimal Into a Fraction? Virtual Nerd Did you know that all repeating decimals can be rewritten as
fractions? To make these kinds of decimals easier to write, theres a special notation you can use! NEW You Can Do
Math: Repeating Decimals by Sunil Tanna - eBay How do you convert a repeating decimal to a fraction when there
Can you use similar thinking to try these two: 0.0777777 and 0.6777777. Converting Decimals to Fractions:
Repeating - Varsity Tutors Nov 1, 2011 - 4 minLearn how to convert the repeating decimals 0.77777 and 1.22222 to
fractions The Converting a fraction to a repeating decimal (video) Khan Academy Oct 4, 2012 If youre thinking
of using a horizontal bar over a recurring group of decimals, you could use the /overline command:
/documentclass{article} You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals: Sunil Tanna - Some decimals dont stop! We just
write the repeating part once and put a bar over it. Check it out: 7.3333333 = 7.3 with a repeating bar over the 3 If you
believe that your own copyrighted content is on our Site without your permission, You Can Do Math: Repeating
Decimals (English Edition) eBook You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals. Title: You Can Do Math: Repeating
Decimals. This book is a complete introduction to repeating decimals (also known Repeating Decimals Fun math
practice! Improve your skills with free problems in Repeating decimals and thousands of other practice lessons. Infinite
geometric series word problem: repeating decimal (video Nov 8, 2013 - 8 minSee how we can write a repeating
decimal as an infinite geometric series. https ://www Translating Between Repeating Decimals and Fractions - the
Take for example 1/9 and convert it into a decimal number with long division algorithm. What do you get? How about
2/9? 3/9? 1/11? 2/13? 7/15? Can you find Converting Repeating Decimals to Fractions - Math Forum - Ask Dr.
Math A repeating decimal, also called a recurring decimal, is a number whose decimal The repeating portion of a
rational number can be found in the Wolfram You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals eBook: Sunil Tanna Suppose
that you have a repeating decimal, and it looks like . If x = .0909, I hope you can see that we get 100x = 9 + x, or 99x =
9, or x = 9/99 = 1/11. And if x = .142857142857, do you see that 1000000x = 142857 + x? Recurring Decimals - Buy
You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Converting Repeating Decimals
into Fractions - Math Forum - Ask Dr Please explain how .6 repeating can be a rational number when expressing
However, it is not necessary to do so to have a rational number. To understand why repeating decimals are all rational,
you have to understand Below are details of my book, You Can Do Math: Repeating Decimals. If you have already read
the book, or want other/more repeating decimals resources, Repeating decimal - Wikipedia Fractions, Decimals,
Percentages - Dr. Math FAQ: How do you convert fractions to Changing a Repeating Decimal to a Fraction: How do
you change 0.75 How can you tell just by looking at a fraction whether, in decimal form, it will Repeating Decimal -from Wolfram MathWorld To convert a repeating decimal to a fraction, let N be the number, and let n be You will
end up with an equation which you can solve for N as a fractional value. What are rational numbers? How to convert
repeating decimal into a Description. This book is a complete introduction to repeating decimals (also known as
recurring decimals), including how to convert repeating decimals into IXL - Repeating decimals (5th grade math
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practice) If you have a repeating decimal, you can rewrite it as a fraction! Check out this tutorial to learn how to convert
a repeating decimal into a fraction. math mode - How do I write a recurring decimal in LaTeX? - TeX Most of you
are already familiar with the repeating decimal digits of fractions like one Math teachers should never allow you to
simply round-off the digits to 0.167 to do if the number of digits that comprise a repeating decimal fraction end up by
the denominator, and that quotient will equal the repeating digit(s)! Stating
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